2018-04-26 DSpace 7 Working Group Meeting

Date
26 Apr 2018 from 14:00-15:00 UTC
Location: DSpace Meeting Room

Agenda

- General development / planning updates (Tim)
  - Dev Planning Spreadsheet: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18brPF7cZy_UKv97Ta44UlJg5Z8OWJG67PLoPJvz-g3g/edit?usp=sharing
  - Sprint Planning: DSpace 7 Community Sprints
- Quick updates on Angular UI tickets and/or PRs (Art)
- Quick updates on REST API tickets and/or PRs (Andrea)
- Other topics?

Attendees

- Art Lowel (Atmire)
- Andrea Bollini (4Science)
- Tim Donohue
- Giuseppe Digilio (4Science)
- Mark H. Wood
- Patrick Trottier
- Tom Desair

Notes

- General Updates
  - Lots of folks signing up this week for DSpace 7 Community Sprints! Great to see!
- Angular UI Team updates
  - Merged PRs: (none in last week)
  - In Progress tickets / PRs:
    - PR for submission UI is being worked on by Giuseppe
  - Tickets / PRs requiring review:
    - Updated PR: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/235
    - Tim will review today/tomorrow
    - Kristo’s PR https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/246
      - Needs reviewers. Based off #235 branch, so once that is merged, this may be easier to review
  - New issues:
    - SubCommunities not handled by Angular UI: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/249
      - We should add this to the sprint list.
  - Handling many bitstreams per Item (via pagination)
    - Angular ticket: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/201
    - REST ticket: https://github.com/DSpace/Rest7Contract/pull/23
      - Needs review. Ready to merge.

- REST API / Java backend Team updates
  - Merged PRs:
    - (none related to REST API, some backports for 6.3)
  - In Progress tickets / PRs:
    - https://github.com/DSpace/Rest7Contract/pulls
  - Tickets / PRs requiring review:
    - https://github.com/DSpace/Rest7Contract/pull/21 - Minor comments from Andrea. Looks almost ready to merge
  - Andrea will be working on Sprint first, then finish up Submission PR and other PRs.

- Community Sprints Planning
  - DSpace 7 Community Sprints
  - Art & Andrea will create tickets for the Sprint (see tasks below)
  - Tim will invite attendees to #dev-sprint channel (ask them their interests). Will also do cleanup/scheduling of meetings (see tasks below)
  - We should also have extra tickets, just in case our Sprint attendee list grows further. Possible ideas:
    - Adding Unit Tests to REST API
    - Adding Tests/Specs to the Angular UI
  - https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/201

- Open Repositories 2018 (June 4-7) Planning
  - OR2018 Workshops:
    - Angular UI workshop: Tim do a brief update/overview. Art Lowel to manage workshop.
      - Art & Tim will need to decide who will do the basic overview of Angular and how to balance that with the hands-on portion. We’d like more hands-on time this year, if possible.
    - REST API workshop: Tim do a brief update/overview. Andrea Bollini to manage workshop. Terry also offered to help
We have a demo scheduled at OR2018 (Tim has an update talk on Thurs). We want to be able to show off all the recent hard work, especially the Submission/Workflow UI.

- Ideally, all this code is merged into “master” before OR2018.
- However, in May, we should look at current status of Submission UI / API code. We could create a temporary “or2018” branch to manually merge this work just for the OR2018 demo. Then, if needed, work can get merged to master post-OR2018.

**Next Meeting will be Thurs, May 3 at 14:00UTC in DSpace Meeting Room**

**Actions**

- **Andrea Bollini (4Science)**: Work on actionable tickets for REST API in DSpace 7 Community Sprint 1. Can be linked to this wiki page either individually or via a search URL.
- **Art Lowel (Atmire)**: Work on actionable tickets for Angular UI in DSpace 7 Community Sprint 1. Can be linked to this wiki page either individually or via a search URL.
- **Tim Donohue**: Invite sprint participants to #dev-sprint channel and ask for interests.
- **Tim Donohue**: Update DSpace 7 Community Sprints page with final Sprint Schedule. Add meetings to community calendar.